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Final 2

Friday afternoon and the pairs are dropping in for the pairs tournament which 

will start at the same time as the second set of the final. Tournament directors 

Hans and Jacob – today without the help of Frank – manage everything well. 

Everybody finds a table quickly and the tournament is started. Some late pairs 

are dropping in without problem. Extra tables are added to the room. 

A full White House for the pairs tournament. After this picture was taken even a 

few more tables were added for the late pairs. 
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In the final Tom van Overbeeke and Tobias Polak replaced Schols – 

Westerbeek for Netherlands White. The other players remained the same. The 

second set started with a 1 IMP difference: 40 – 39 for the Dutch.

The Dutch gained 8 IMPs on the first board when the Poles overbid to game

West North East South
Coenen Zawada Lucassen Majcher
- - - 1
1 Pass Pass 2
3 4 DBL Pass 

Lucassen decided enough is enough when Coenen had bid twice and he had a 

singleton and some values all around. Coenen led the King of clubs and 

Lucassen took the Ace to play his singleton heart. Coenen gave the ruff and the

second club trick meant one down. N-S -200. 

West North East South
Sobczak Polak Marcinowski v. Overbeeke
- - - 1
1 Pass Pass DBL
2 2 Pass 3
ap. 
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Van Overbeeke reopend with double and then invited game. Polak did not 

accept. Heart to the Ace, King of clubs, heart ruff and a second club meant the 

defense had four tricks. But no more, so N-S +140. 48 – 39 now.

West North East South
Coenen Zawada Lucassen Majcher
1NT Pass 2 Pass
2 Pass 3 Pass
4 Pass 4NT Pass
5 Pass 6 ap. 

West North East South
Sobczak Polak Marcinowski v. Overbeeke
1NT Pass 2 Pass
2 Pass 3 Pass
4 Pass 4 Pass
4 Pass 4NT Pass
5 Pass 6 ap. 

Both tables reached the good 6 after East made balanced slam try for spades 

with 3 for a nice push. 

Then it seemed Polak and van Overbeeke had a bidding misunderstanding 

about their no-trump range as they stopped in 1NT with 26 points together. 3NT 

wasn’t even a great contract, but the spades were favorably placed, so the 

Poles took 11 IMPs. 
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The Dutch escaped more trouble on board 22. 

Joost Coenen (NL White)

West North East South
Sobczak Polak Marcinowski v. Overbeeke
- - Pass Pass
1 1 2 Pass
Pass 2 ap. 

The Poles sold out to 2 and Polak made eight tricks when he cashed the Ace of 

spades. N-S +110.

West North East South
Coenen Zawada Lucassen Majcher
- - Pass Pass
1 1 2 Pass
Pass 2 DBL Pass
2NT Pass Pass 3
ap. 

Adriaan Lucassen decided to compete for the partscore over 2, but this 

brought them in great danger. Coenen had nothing else to bid than 2NT and 

when Majcher started to think the BBO-commentators thought he would double.

He had the diamonds well stopped and partner should have too much for a 

weak jump overcall. Majcher thought for a while and then bid 3, a tricky 

contract that actually needs good handling. On a club need you need to play a 

heart to the Jack, so you can take another heart finesse and have another entry
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in hearts to lead a spade. Zawada started with the ten of spades however. Had 

Coenen blocked with the King or Queen, declarer was down as he could not 

enter dummy enough to finesse twice in hearts. But Coenen ducked the spade, 

so the ten held the trick. Now Zawada played a heart. The Ace of diamonds was

the entry to dummy for a second heart finesse. N-S +140, 1 IMP to Poland. 

West North East South
Coenen Zawada Lucassen Majcher
1 2 3 DBL
4 4NT Pass 5
Pass Pass 5 DBL
ap. 

Coenen and Lucassen helped the Poles into a good non-vulnerable game and 

then Lucassen decided to save against it with a flat hand. N-S +500.

West North East South
Sobczak Polak Marcinowski v. Overbeeke
1 DBL 4 DBL
ap. 

At the other table the Poles were doubled on trick lower, so the penalty only 

cost 300 here. 5 IMPs to Poland, who were leading 63 – 52 now. 
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Just a few IMPs exchanged on the next

boards and again Poland had the final say

in the set:

Mateusz Sobczak (Poland)

West North East South
Sobczak Polak Marcinowski v. Overbeeke
2 2 2NT 5
ap. 

Sobczak had a Polish two available: weak with hearts and another suit. 
Marcinowski tried to find a fit and van Overbeeke shut the bidding with 5. 
Sobczak led a heart to the Ace. The King of spades was covered and 
Marcinowski of course kept his diamonds so van Overbeeke lost three of 
those in the end. One down, N-S -100.

West North East South
Coenen Zawada Lucassen Majcher
Pass 1 Pass 1
Pass 2 Pass 3NT
ap. 

Coenen had no bid to show both majors and Zawada and Majcher reached 
3NT. Nine top tricks and when the defense started with three rounds of 
diamonds declarer took eleven tricks. +660 was worth 13 IMPs.

Poland won the second set 40 – 13 IMPs, making the score 79 – 53 for them. 
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